Pontiac cruiser

The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser is an automobile that was manufactured and marketed by
Oldsmobile in three generations from to The first full-size station wagon produced by
Oldsmobile since the Oldsmobile 88 Fiesta , the Custom Cruiser was produced exclusively on
the General Motors B platform as a five-door station wagon. The nameplate was first used by
Oldsmobile from to , denoting the top trim level of its C-body model line later the Oldsmobile
Through its entire production run, the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser was the counterpart to
various Buick, Pontiac, and Chevrolet station wagons. Within Oldsmobile, the Custom Cruiser
shared its trim with either or both the Oldsmobile Delta 88 or Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight; following
the further downsizing of Oldsmobile sedans in , the Custom Cruiser effectively became a
stand-alone model line. With the discontinuation of the Cutlass Supreme Classic in , the Custom
Cruiser became the sole Oldsmobile sold with rear-wheel drive. For the model year, the Custom
Cruiser underwent an extensive redesign alongside its Buick and Chevrolet counterparts.
Following the model year, the Custom Cruiser model line was discontinued. In the early s, the
Oldsmobile division began to explore station wagon alternatives, introducing both a minivan
and a mid-size SUV before the Oldsmobile Silhouette and Oldsmobile Bravada. At the end of the
model year, General Motors ended production of Buick Roadmaster and Chevrolet Caprice
station wagons, marking the end of full-size station wagon production by U. During the early s,
GM returned its mid-price divisions to the full-size station-wagon segment after concentrating
wagon production towards Chevrolet and Pontiac. Using the intermediate-segment Buick Sport
Wagon and Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser as a predecessor, GM introduced a forward-facing third
seat in a full-size station wagon for the first time with the shorter-wheelbase Chevrolet wagon
retaining a rear-facing third seat. Shared with the same-generation Oldsmobile Ninety Eight, the
Custom Cruiser is the longest-wheelbase Oldsmobile ever produced by General Motors.
Oldsmobile offered the cubic-inch Rocket V8 in various states of tune from to though the
"Rocket" brand was discontinued in For the entire production of the first-generation Custom
Cruiser, the GM Turbo-Hydramatic 3-speed automatic was the sole transmission paired with
either engine. As a result of its longer-wheelbase chassis layout, the Oldsmobile Custom
Cruiser effectively existed as a hybrid of the Delta 88 and the Ninety Eight. From the
Ninety-Eight, the Custom Cruiser adopted the front fascia and rear quarter panels and fender
skirts ; the Custom Cruiser adopted interior trim elements from both the Delta 88 and
Ninety-Eight. Following the exterior of the Ninety-Eight, the Custom Cruiser was given a new
front bumper for For and , Oldsmobile added 5-mph bumpers to the front and rear, respectively.
For , the grille was redesigned. For , alongside all GM full-size vehicles, the Custom Cruiser saw
a redesign of its front fascia. Largely a preview of the Oldsmobile 98, the fascia was given four
square headlights with outboard marker lights. Along with all other General Motors full-size
station wagons built on the B-platform, first-generation Custom Cruiser wagons feature a "
clamshell " tailgate design. A two-piece tailgate configuration, the tailgate slid into a recess
under the cargo floor while the rear glass window slid up into the roof; the design operated
either manually or with optional power assist. The first powered tailgate in automotive history,
the powered option ultimately became standard, as the manual tailgate required a degree of
effort to lift out of storage. The system was operated from either an instrument panel switch or
by key on the rear quarter panel. The clamshell tailgate, was intended to aid the loading the long
station wagons over 19 feet long in tight parking spaces. Heavy and complex, the system was
not included in the full-sized station wagons shorter by over a foot and over pounds lighter ;
instead, GM developed its own two-way tailgate a design developed by Ford. Note: model years
are the only production figures that Oldsmobile broke down specifically by body configuration i.
For the model year, as part of a downsizing of the entire GM full-size range, the Oldsmobile
Custom Cruiser was redesigned, becoming a direct counterpart of the Delta 88 sedan. Following
the model year, GM shifted Buick, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac versions of the B-body sedans to
the front-wheel drive H-platform with a further round of downsizing, with station wagons
becoming distinct model lines on the B platform only the Chevrolet Caprice remained as both a
sedan and station wagon. As part of the GM downsizing, station wagons were consolidated
upon a common In the redesign, the Custom Cruiser shed 14 inches in length, 11 inches of
wheelbase, and up to pounds of curb weight though becoming taller. As Buick, Oldsmobile,
Pontiac and most Cadillac full-size sedans were downsized further to the front-wheel drive
C-body and H-body platforms in the mids, after , the rear-wheel drive B-platform remained solely
for the Chevrolet Caprice and Buick, Oldsmobile, and Pontiac station wagons with the Pontiac
Safari ending production after After , both the and the were replaced by the For , Oldsmobile
introduced its third and last V8 engine for the B-platform, the For , new "swirl port" cylinder
heads were given to the While engine horsepower was not increased, the design increased
torque and driveability; at the expense of high RPM power and performance, the heads featured
relatively small intake ports. Along with the new cylinder heads, roller lifters replaced flat lifters.

In Canada, E4ME was not adopted until From to , the 3-speed THM was the sole transmission.
From to , the THMR 4-speed automatic with overdrive was added, as GM added a lock-up torque
converter and a 0. With the overdrive transmission, the Custom Cruiser drive with a numerically
higher rear axle ratio for better performance, while offering improved fuel economy with the
overdrive range. In its final year of production, the second-generation Custom Cruiser marked
the end of the Oldsmobile-produced V8 formerly the "Rocket V8". Shifting from its long-running
practice of each division developing its own engines, during the s, GM consolidated V8
production in non-Cadillac full-size cars towards Chevrolet and Oldsmobile, with the latter
division developing diesel engines. Towards the end of the decade, GM phased out the
Oldsmobile V8 family, as the was the final engine produced by the company without fuel
injection. After , Oldsmobile would never again have a division-produced engine; the only GM
division-unique engine family developed since is the now-defunct Cadillac Northstar developed
with some Oldsmobile and Pontiac applications. In contrast to the Custom Cruiser, Oldsmobile
styled the Custom Cruiser as a station wagon version of the Delta 88, adopting its front fascia
entirely. To distinguish itself from its nearly identical Buick, Chevrolet, and Pontiac
counterparts, the Custom Cruiser was given its simulated wood design, with wood following the
curve of the wheel wells. In a major departure from the 2-piece "clamshell" tailgate of its
predecessor, the Custom Cruiser was fitted with a two-way tailgate; similar to configurations
offered by Ford and Chrysler, the two-way tailgate opened to the side as a door or hinged down
as a tailgate with the rear window glass retracted. The third-row seat made its return, allowing
for 8-passenger seating; to allow for production commonality on a single wheelbase, the
Custom Cruiser was produced with a rear-facing third row seat as were all full-size GM station
wagons. Alongside all B-platform station wagons and sedans, the Custom Cruiser saw an
exterior update for , with wagons receiving a new front fascia. To aid aerodynamics and fuel
economy the grille and front fascia were redesigned, with the headlamps mounted closer to the
front bumpers. Similar to the other B-body Oldsmobile's, the Custom Cruiser gained
wraparound front marker lights. In a minor change, the design of the simulated woodgrain
adopted the common layout used by Buick and Chevrolet, joining the headlamps and taillamps.
From to , the exterior and interior of the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser saw almost no visible
change, besides a small front fascia swap in Instead of the split-grille style from , the Custom
Cruiser was now fitted with a single, wider grille. Along with the wider grille came a sharper
header panel, instead of curving off on the edge. In , the rear tailgate saw the addition of a
federally mandated third brake light. In , the seat belts in the B-body lineup were modified to
meet federal safety standards. The rear outboard seats were fitted with shoulder belts and as
the platform was not designed for airbags, the front shoulder belts were shifted from the B-pillar
to the front doors for , allowing the seat belts to remain buckled at all times. For the model year,
General Motors redesigned its B-body model lines for the first time since While chassis
underpinnings remained largely the same, the Custom Cruiser saw its most extensive revisions
to both the body and interior in 13 years. To bring the model line into the s, the Custom Cruiser
received functional upgrades such as anti-lock brakes, a driver-side airbag, and fuel-injected
engines. Following the retirement of the Pontiac Safari full-size wagon after the model year, the
third-generation Custom Cruiser was marketed between the Chevrolet Caprice Estate and the
Buick Roadmaster Estate replacing the Buick Estate for In contrast to Buick, Oldsmobile did not
market a sedan version of the B-body keeping the front-wheel drive Oldsmobile 98 as its largest
sedan. Sold only in the United States, the Custom Cruiser improved its sales over nearly
two-to-one, slightly outselling the Buick Roadmaster produced only as a station wagon for ; the
model line also outsold the combined sales of the Ford LTD Country Squire and Mercury Colony
Park sold for the last time. For , the Custom Cruiser declined closer to sales, leading
Oldsmobile to discontinue the model line for The final Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser was
assembled on June 5, , and was the final Oldsmobile car produced with rear-wheel drive. The
model line is also the final Oldsmobile produced exclusively with a 3-passenger front bench
seat; all subsequent vehicles produced by the division were sold with 2-passenger front seating
as standard or as an option. Sharing its wheelbase with the B-platform, the third-generation
Custom Cruiser and its counterparts are largely re-bodied versions of their predecessors.
Primarily through the addition of additional safety equipment, the redesign of the Custom
Cruiser added nearly pounds of weight to the vehicle though nearly pounds lighter than a
counterpart. As Oldsmobile marketed the B-body exclusively as a station wagon, the closest
sedan equivalent to the Custom Cruiser was the front-wheel drive Oldsmobile 98 Touring Sedan
C-body , nearly 12 inches shorter in length, 5 inches shorter in wheelbase, 4 inches narrower, 5
inches lower, and approximately pounds lighter. Following the discontinuation of the Custom
Cruiser, the Buick Roadmaster Estate and Chevrolet Caprice Estate were produced with no
major changes to the B-body platform through their discontinuation, outside of the replacement

of the L05 V8 with the LT1 V8 for As part of the redesign of the GM B platform for , Oldsmobile
and Buick retired their divisional engines in favor of the Chevrolet small-block V8. The
Oldsmobile was replaced by a 5. Along with an increase of 30 hp to hp , the engine was
fuel-injected a first for a rear-wheel drive Oldsmobile. A hp 5. As with the previous generation,
the Custom Cruiser shared nearly its entire body with its Chevrolet and Buick counterparts,
sharing design features from both model lines. The use of chrome was visibly reduced, with
plastic-covered 5-mph bumpers replacing the previous steel bumpers. Shared with the Buick
Roadmaster Estate, the Custom Cruiser was fitted with a fixed second-row skylight allowing for
a slightly raised rear roofline similar to the Vista Cruiser ; the body-color split grille derived
much of its design from the Chevrolet Caprice. To distinguish the Custom Cruiser from its
Buick and Chevrolet counterparts, the model line was fitted with standard two-tone paint,
replacing woodgrain exterior trim, along with alloy wheels. While sharing its dashboard and
interior elements with the Roadmaster, the Custom Cruiser was fitted with its own seat and
wood trim design; cloth-trim seats were standard and leather-trim seats were an option. In
contrast to its predecessors, the Custom Cruiser was given an instrument panel with full
instrumentation, including tachometer, oil pressure, voltage, and coolant temperature. The rear
tailgate underwent a redesign in its configuration, with the retractable rear window replaced by
an upper hatch adding a rear windscreen wiper. In line with the preceding two generations, the
Custom Cruiser was offered with a rear-facing third-row seat, increasing capacity from six to
eight. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Although exterior trim was similar
to the 98, interior trim was between 88 and Lower door trim was hard plastic like all B-bodies
and unlike the padded vinyl used in the Wheelbase is not a good reference for body
designation. A division of General Motors , â€” Category Commons. Categories : Full-size
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woodgrain: 2, Three-row, painted: 2, Three-row, woodgrain: 8, Two-row, painted: 1, Two-row,
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Delmont Dynamic Super Delta Ninety- Eight. Full-size station wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal
luxury. Jetstar I. Muscle car. Cutlass Calais. Cutlass Ciera. Cutlass Supreme. Eighty Eight.
Ninety Eight. The Vista Cruiser is a station wagon manufactured and marketed by Oldsmobile
over three generations from to The first and second generation Vista Cruisers are noted for their
fixed-glass, roof-mounted skylights over the second-row seating with sun visors for the second
row passengers, a raised roof behind the skylight and lateral glass panels over the rear cargo
area along the raised roof, and three rows of forward-facing passenger seating. Subsequent
Oldsmobile mid-size wagons featured a skylight as did the â€”92 full-size Oldsmobile Custom
Cruiser wagon and the â€”96 Buick Roadmaster wagon. Reminiscent of earlier models, the third
generation Vista Cruiser â€” featured optional rear-facing third row seating, while incorporating
a single flat venting moonroof over the front row seating. GM's â€”76 full-size clamshell wagons
, including the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser , incorporated an optional forward-facing third row
and a slightly elevated roof over the cargo area, though no skylight. The first-generation Vista
Cruiser pioneered a raised roof with split skylight that began over the second-row seating, with
lateral glass panels over the rear cargo area. Sun visors for second row passengers, with a third
row of forward-facing passenger seating available as an option. Transmission included the
two-speed Jetaway automatic transmission and two rarely equipped manual transmissions, a
three-speed column shift and a four-speed floor shift. Transmission offerings through the years
included one of two automatics â€”the two-speed Jetaway or three-speed Turbo Hydramatic
â€”72 , or very rarely, a standard three-speed manual with column shift or optional four-speed
manual with floor-mounted Hurst shifter. In , the "Dual-Action" tailgate was introduced as an
option on two-row models and standard equipment on three-row. In , an exterior redesign
sharpened edges and curves. Although it closely resembled the models, and is essentially
regarded a second-generation car The GM Skywagon Club recognizes the models as
"Generation 2a" , many body parts were no longer interchangeable. The dashboard was also

completely redesigned. For , Oldsmobile brought back the Custom Cruiser wagon on the
full-sized 98 C-body chassis, featuring GM's disappearing clamshell tailgate, but the
glass-roofed Vista Cruiser continued until Two modified Vista Cruisers are known to survive as
of , a press car and a medical director's car. As of , the medical director's car is owned by a
relative of Ray Harroun , the winner of the first Indianapolis in For , the GM A-body intermediate
platform was completely redesigned and the separate wheelbase used by the Vista Cruiser and
Buick Sport Wagon eliminated; all A-body wagons were now built on the inch sedan wheelbase.
While its Buick counterpart was discontinued, the Vista Cruiser was redesigned as a
woodgrained version of the new Cutlass Supreme station wagon. Despite the shortened
wheelbase, three-row seating returned, with the third row facing rearward. The model's
distinctive skylights gave way to "Colonnade" styling, which partially offset the loss with
frameless door glass that increased side window area. A pop-up sunroof over the front seats
was optional. A cubic-inch Rocket V8 was standard, with a cubic-inch Rocket V8 optional
through , replaced the following year by a cubic-inch Rocket V8. The three-speed Turbo
Hydra-matic transmission, power steering and power front disc brakes were standard
equipment on Vista Cruisers from â€” A Vista Cruiser was a key component of That 70s Show ,
with the pilot of the series revolving around Red Forman 's decision to pass the car down to his
son, Eric Forman. The car would remain a fixture through the series' eight-season run, with
many key scenes occurring on or in the car. In , Rod Authority named Eric's Vista Cruiser 22 on
their list of the 50 greatest television automobiles. In the horror film The Curse of La Llorona , a
blue with side woody trim first generation Vista Cruiser is featured as the family's car. From
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help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Lansing Car Assembly , Lansing, Michigan. Oldsmobile Cutlass
Cruiser. Compact station wagon. F Station Wagon. Mid-size station wagon. Cutlass Station
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Full-size station wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal luxury. Jetstar I. Muscle car. Well, maybe the
bad guys , but the rest of us are suckers for a big sedan with flashing lights, buzzing radios and
tire-squealing V8 power. And witness a sea-change as the traditional full-sized police car is
increasingly replaced by a SUV. But before that moment, we have some fine memories:. The
history of police cars is almost as old as the car itself. One of the earliest is believed to be an
electric wagon that patrolled the streets of Akron, Ohio from Truck maker, Rapid Motor Vehicle
Co. Based on the L series model, the Flyers had four-wheel brakes , spotlights , bullet-proof
windshields and gun racks â€”perfect for chasing down bootleggers in the prohibition era. The
powertrain was a 90 hp V8 mated to a 3-speed manual gearbox. Much like the chassis cabs of
today, this GMC Cowl Chassis came from the factory with only frontal sheet metal. The
straight-eight-powered models also boasted an accelerator starter and Knee Action
independent front suspension. Knee Action was a pioneering coil-spring, short-long arm SLA
design by one of the greatest names in vehicle dynamics, the Briton Maurice Olley Having
previously worked at Rolls-Royce, Olley would go on to develop the chassis and suspension of
the C1 Corvette. The police version was adapted from the standard Town Sedan, which sold
more than , units in the higher-spec Master Deluxe version in Plymouth began supplying cars to
police departments in the early s. The NYPD retained the scheme until Under the hood was a 3.
These Ford Fairlane-based Interceptors with ball-joint front suspension saw service in
Charleston, West Virginia. It had a maximum speed of mph from its 6. In the early s, Dodge had
police vehicles working in 22 US states. By , Ford had no fewer than 26 different police models
on sale, including 2- and 4-door sedans and 10 wagons. Ford was wooing law enforcement
agencies with extended routine service intervals , self-adjusting brakes , body anti-corrosion
protection and special paint. The units ranged in output from bhp for the 7-liter Turbo-Jet down
to bhp for the Turbo-Fire 4. The headline feature of the Polara Pursuit was the availability of the
new ci Wedge engine. This 7. Yet the car was safer on the inside than earlier designs, with
padded instrument panels and front-and-rear lap belts mandatory since models. Pontiac
restyled the full-size Catalina for with a more squared-off look and lengthened the wheelbase to
in. Under the skin however, the car was largely unchanged from , when the Catalina had

received a new three-speed automatic transmission and updated engines. The third-generation
Plymouth Satellite was introduced in A certified police speedometer marked in
2mph-increments was on the options list for the police Nova, which featured in movies
including Gremlins. The Fairmont was designed to challenge the police Nova for city or
non-pursuit assignments. Powered by a 3. Under the hood was the ci 5. Its high-output 5-liter V8
gave a Rack-and-pinion steering, power disc brakes and heavy-duty stabilizer bars helped it
keep the s in view. Ford continued to produce the Mustang SSP until Around 25, of these police
vehicles were made in ; production continued until The last generation of Crown Victoria-based
Interceptor was introduced in Powered by a 4. The Impala nameplate saw police service across
several model generations. The ninth generation, which was in production , was the last of the
line. It was available with the both the 9C1 package regular police use and 9C3 undercover or
supervisor use. Based on the LS grade, the police Impala featured familiar equipment such as
heavy-duty steel wheels, a beefed-up cooling system and disabled rear door locks and handles.
Chevrolet has been offering police versions of the body-on-frame Tahoe since the earlys. Ford
first showed the current generation of Police Interceptor sedan as a concept in , as production
of the venerable Crown Victoria was nearing an end. An interior designed specifically for police
use includes stab-proof seat backs , redesigned seats to accommodate utility belts and a
column shift to leave the center console free for modern aftermarket police equipment such as
screens and laptops. However, the Explorer-based Interceptor Utility now sells around three
times as many units as the sedan. The redesigned version recently joined a police range that
also includes the Fusion-derived Responder Hybrid , two F pickups , an Expedition and a
Transit. GM does not currently offer a police sedan, reflecting the declining popularity of sedans
in both the North American vehicle market as a whole, and among police users. The car was
imported from Australia from and revived a nameplate whose previous generations had been
popular with law enforcement agencies. Dodge entered the growing police utility market in with
the V6 or 5. Police forces are buying more SUVs, like the rest of us. But it does mean that the
end is nigh for the police sedan we knew, understood and generally feared the sight of in our
rear-view mirror. The glory days of the Big 3 police sedan are well and truly over. Labor rights
activists say minimum wage proposals aren't living wages. Kansas lawmakers consider
measure to bar transgender youth from girls sports. Ad Microsoft. Full screen. Microsoft and
partners may be compensated if you purchase something through recommended links in this
article. Slideshow continues on the next slide. Ford Police Interceptor By , Ford had no fewer
than 26 different police models on sale, including 2- and 4-door sedans and 10 wagons. Dodge
Polara Pursuit The headline feature of the Polara Pursuit was the availability of the new ci
Wedge engine. Ford Fairmont Police Car The Fairmont was designed to challenge the police
Nova for city or non-pursuit assignments. Che
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vrolet Impala Police Vehicle The Impala nameplate saw police service across several model
generations. Chevrolet Tahoe Police Package Chevrolet has been offering police versions of the
body-on-frame Tahoe since the earlys. Ford Police Interceptors Ford first showed the current
generation of Police Interceptor sedan as a concept in , as production of the venerable Crown
Victoria was nearing an end. Chevrolet Caprice PPV Police Sedan GM does not currently offer a
police sedan, reflecting the declining popularity of sedans in both the North American vehicle
market as a whole, and among police users. Dodge Durango and Charger Police Dodge entered
the growing police utility market in with the V6 or 5. Found the story interesting? Like us on
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